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Title: Millions of children living in conflict zones missing out on adequate education 

First Broadcast: January, 2016 

Source: ABC’s The World Today 

Minutes: 3:29 

Audio & Script: http://www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2015/s4387587.htm 

Summary: 

A report by The United Nations' children's agency UNICEF shows almost a quarter of 

children in conflict zones are missing out on adequate education. The report comes out at 

the same time as the launch of a UN appeal for billions of dollars to help people affected by 

the Syrian conflict. 

Interviewee(s)  Lisa Bender, Education Specialist with UNICEF 

Related Stories: 
 http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/12/syria-refugee-children-lebanon-

double-shift-schools 

 
 
 

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 
 

 coincide (v)  finite time (adj)  mundane responsibilities (adj) 

 emaciated children (adj)  exodus (n)  money allocated (v) 

 staggering (adj)  continuity (n)  broad appeal (adj) 

 crisis (n)  engaged in (v)  shoulder the biggest burden (v) 
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  
 

astonishing, shocking  

catastrophe, emergency, extremely 

difficult or dangerous time 

 

distribute or hand out for a particular 

purpose 

 

dull, unexciting, routine  

happen at the at the same time  

involved, employed  

limited, fixed  

mass departure of people  

stability, state of not being 

interrupted or changed 

 

take on  

very thin due to illness or lack of 

food 

 

wide-ranging, extensive  
 

coincide (v) 

emaciated children (adj)

staggering (adj) 

crisis (n) 

finite time (adj) 

exodus (n) 

continuity (n) 

engaged in (v) 

mundane responsibilities (adj)

money allocated (v) 

broad appeal (adj) 

shoulder the biggest burden 

(v)
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  

 Where in the world are some of the bigger conflicts taking place at the moment? 

 

 What do you think children in conflict zones are doing if they're not in school? 

 

 Why do many children in conflict zones not resume their education after the conflict is over? 

 

 In Syria, why do you think the number kids not in school is unknown? 

 

 In what ways can missing out on school affect a child’s development? 

  

 Lisa Bender says aid agencies and donors too often place education as a much lower priority in 

conflict zones. Why does this happen? 
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PRE-LISTENING 

 
 
Before listening to the report, note down what you think the following figure from the report refers to 
 
 

 Nearly 24 million in 22 countries –  

 

 From humanitarian appeals to respond to populations affected by crisis, what proportion of the funds 

do you think is allocated to education?  

a. Less than 2 per cent               b. Less than 12 per cent                      c. Less than 22 per cent 

 

  
  

 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
 

1. How many people are affected by the Syrian conflict? ................................................................................... 

 

2. What is one reason in particular why children in conflict zones do not resume their education after 

the conflict is over? 

a. Because they lose interest in school 

b. Because of how long an average displacement can last 

c. Because of a shortage of teachers  

 

3. What are some countries mentioned as having 40-50% of kids aged between six and 15 not in 

school because of ongoing conflict?  

 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

 

4. What part of a kids’ development is impacted when they miss out on school? 

 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

 

5. What are some examples of activities children in conflict zones might be engaged in when they're not 

in school?  

 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

 

6. According to the UN, which countries are shouldering the biggest burden of caring for Syrian 

refugees? ............................................................................................................................................................................ 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 

 

coincide                        emaciated                       staggering                       crisis 

finite                       exodus                           continuity                       engaged 

mundane                       allocate                       broad                           shoulder 

 
 

 

1. A number of special cultural events were planned to .................................................................................... with the 

100th anniversary of the country’s Independence Day celebrations. 

2. After 10 years working in the same position, the woman found her work very repetitious and 

...................................................................................so she began to search for a different job at another company.  

3. After the boy’s father was killed in the civil war, he was forced to drop out of school and 

...................................................................................more family responsibilities including working on their farm. 

4. Fossil fuel reserves are .................................................................................... It's only a matter of when they run 

out, not if.  

5. In the interview, the presidential candidate argued that she should be re-elected because 

...................................................................................of government was the most important thing for the economy. 

She said the events of the last 5 years, with 4 changes of leader, had been disastrous. 

6. Teenagers often ...................................................................................in risky activities and cause their parents a lot 

of worry. 

7. The army officer was appointed head of the international peacekeeping force due to his 

...................................................................................range of experience operating in conflict zones around the 

world and in commanding troops from different countries.  

8. The bushwalker was found by emergency service workers 2 weeks after he was initially reported 

missing. Although he was weak and ..................................................................................., he appeared in pretty 

good health considering what he had been through. 

9. The death toll from World War II was a ...................................................................................60 million people, which 

was about 3% of the 1940 world population. 

10. The government was criticized for ...................................................................................only small amount of funds 

for public transport improvements while promising billions of dollars for new road projects. 

11. The hottest month in Rome coincides with the annual summer holidays and there is normally a mass 

...................................................................................of locals to the cooler, coastal regions.  

12. The UN said the Syrian conflict is one of the worst humanitarian ............................................................................... 

of the last century and urged western countries to accept more refugees. 
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ANSWERS 
 
 Nearly 24 million in 22 

countries – Number of 
children UNICEF says 
are affected by conflict 
and not in school  

 Less than 2 per cent        

1. 22 million 
2. Because of how long an average displacement can last 
 

3. South Sudan and Niger, Afghanistan and Sudan 
4. their physical development, their brain development, their social 

development 
5. They might be recruited as soldiers, engaged in child labour, taking 

over as head of households (because they have lost their parents) and 
working on farms 

6. Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon 
  
astonishing, shocking staggering
catastrophe, emergency, extremely difficult or dangerous time crisis 
distribute or hand out for a particular purpose allocate 
dull, unexciting, routine mundane 
happen at the at the same time coincide 
involved, employed engaged 
limited, fixed finite 
mass departure of people exodus 
stability, state of not being interrupted or changed continuity
take on shoulder 
very thin due to illness or lack of food emaciated
wide-ranging, extensive broad 
 
1. A number of special cultural events were planned to coincide with the 100th anniversary of the 

country’s Independence Day celebrations. 
2. After 10 years working in the same position, the woman found her work very repetitious and 

mundane so she began to search for a different job at another company.  
3. After the boy’s father was killed in the civil war, he was forced to drop out of school and shoulder 

more family responsibilities including working on their farm. 
4. Fossil fuel reserves are finite. It's only a matter of when they run out, not if.  
5. In the interview, the presidential candidate argued that she should be re-elected because continuity 

of government was the most important thing for the economy. She said the events of the last 5 years, 
with 4 changes of leader, had been disastrous. 

6. Teenagers often engage in risky activities and cause their parents a lot of worry. 
7. The army officer was appointed head of the international peacekeeping force due to his broad range 

of experience operating in conflict zones around the world and in commanding troops from different 
countries.  

8. The bushwalker was found by emergency service workers 2 weeks after he was initially reported 
missing. Although he was weak and emaciated, he appeared in pretty good health considering what 
he had been through. 

9. The death toll from World War II was a staggering 60 million people, which was about 3% of the 
1940 world population. 

10. The government was criticized for allocating only small amount of funds for public transport 
improvements while promising billions of dollars for new road projects. 

11. The hottest month in Rome coincides with the annual summer holidays and there is normally a mass 
exodus of locals to the cooler, coastal regions.  

12. The UN said the Syrian conflict is one of the worst humanitarian crises of the last century and urged 
western countries to accept more refugees. 

 


